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Add an FSR Floor, Table or Ceiling BoxiPad® Wall Mounts and Chargers

Floor Boxes

Interfaces

Match your table box with
one of our elegantly
constructed floor boxes.
Our ADA friendly boxes
provide a safe and 
practical approach to
connecting audio, video,
power,  data, and more!

UL and Scrub Water
Rated FL-500P
(installed in carpet
 over concrete)

Ele gantly mount 
any gooseneck
microphone with
this T3-MJ mini
table box. Available
with one or two 
control buttons
for momentary or
maintained
controls.

T3-AC2 table box is essential for
convenient table top access. 
The 3 1⁄2”  stylish box  can be
matched to any décor.   

Table Boxes

Patent Number US D553,306 S

 Eliminate those unsightly equipment boxes
hanging off the projector poles or mounted 
to your walls. These enclosures allow you to
conceal your equipment neatly out of sight
behind a hidden door that allows you to 
insert matching ceiling tiles. 

Introducing the CB-244
Series.
Deeper box design to carry

pull-down 4-RU rack cage 
that is 12” high, and capable 
of carrying 25 lbs. of electronic

equipment. Available in 4 versions: 
non-pole mount and pole-mount, both 
with or without “smart” electronics.

Ceiling  Boxes 

SmartFit TM (Poke-Thru)

It’s Not Just Power Anymore

FSR SmartFit is an innovative system that
provides flexible power and AV solutions for
fire rated poke thru’s.  The SmartFit system
features a  universal cover assembly and
multiple sub-plates that install on the fire
rated poke thru’s and are now available in 
4”, 6” and 8” sizes.

The system offers three  architectural 
finishes: Aluminum, Brass and Black 
providing an attractive appearance 
with superior durability.   

With the SmartFit system, FSR delivers 
one consistent look for installations with
power and audio/video requirements. There
are sub-plates available in the SmartFit line,
a Dual Decora and 3-IPS-insert sub-plates  .

Raised Access 
Floor Boxes

All metal construction provides for one or two
cable access doors, or a solid metal cover.
Standard trim colors are gray, black or clay.

The iPad® wall mount is
designed for strength, 
practicality and elegance,
that fits both the
iPad 2 and the new
iPad. There is no visible
hardware, and we use
tamper resistant 
hardware for security. 

Symmetrical hole patterns provide rapid
mounting in portrait or landscape mode. Attractive openings
for cable egress are provided. Standard colors are silver and
black. As an added value we will print a client logo on the
front FREE with orders of 10 pieces or more.

The Perfect POE/USB
Charger
You can power and
charge the iPad from 
a POE-Ethernet drop 
without the need for AC line
power. Mount this small cube
in a 2-gang wall box behind
the FSR iPad wall mount.
The PoE / USB charger will
operate and charge the iPad

supporting Apple®’s charging standard. The PoE / USB
Charger will also notify the iPad that it is connected to
a charger avoiding annoying pop-ups. 

VWP-SVACI-5BWPA T3U-2-RPC15

Decorative and convenient cable entry points featuring wall plate and under table mounting options. Models offer passive
and equalized signal processing. White, black and ivory wall plates are available to compliment a variety of color schemes.

Simple Solutions
The Simple Solutions Decora™ style wall plates with snap in connectors. Unlimited interconnection possibilities with sizes
ranging from single through four gang plates in black, ivory or white.

CI-5LB VIP-100

CI-5 UT
Computer Video & Stereo Interface

DV-HDA-12
HDMI Distribution Amplifier

DV-HXT-2
HDMI to CAT-x TxRx Converter

DV-HXT-1
HDMI to CAT-X Extender

over Single Cable DV-MFSW-94
9x4 Mixed Signal Scaling
Digital Matrix Switcher

DV-HDA-15
HDMI Distribution Amplifier

DV-HMSW-88
8-Input x 8-Output HDMI Matrix Switcher

DV-HSW-41
HDMI Digital Switcher

PCI-5BWPA SS-HD15-BNC

Patent Number US
6,881,080 B2

DV-WPXT-1CT-WHT Digital/Analog
scaling auto-switching CAT-x

Transmitter 2-gang Decora style

wallplate




